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ABSTRACT

Three algorithms for solving the radiative transfer equation (RTE) were studied: Hydrolight, PEESNA
and LTSN. These algorithms correspond, respectively, to invariant imbedding, analytical discrete-ordinates
and LTSN methods. As a first step, the performance of each algorithm was evaluated running in the
same sequential machine. The related codes were used in a Hydrological Optics typical coastal water
test case, in order to calculate the surface-emergent radiation intensities (radiances) given the incident
radiances and inherent optical properties such as the absorption and the scattering coefficients. Timing
and profiling of the three codes was performed in order to evaluate processing times and to identify per-
formance bottlenecks. Next, each algorithm was studied concerning the feasibility of its parallelization
using the MPI message passing communication library and execution in a distributed memory machine,
a multicomputer based on IA-32 architecture. The three codes perform spatial discretization of the do-
main and Fourier decomposition of the radiances obtaining independent azimuthal modes. Therefore, an
independent RTE can be written for each azimuthal mode and can be assigned to a different processor, in
a parallel implementation. The speed-up that can be achieved increases with the fraction of time spent
in the azimuthal mode, but total execution time is also an important issue. Results are discussed and
further strategies are proposed.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the motivations of this work was to improve the performance of a radiative transfer
equation (RTE) method in order to solve the inverse problem of estimating inherent
optical properties of natural waters. In the employed implicit methodology, the inverse
problem is formulated as an optimization problem which minimizes an objective function.
For each candidate solution, the value of this function is given by the square difference
between experimental values and the data given by the direct model, the RTE. A typical
estimation may demand hundreds of iterations and, therefore, RTE method performance is
an important issue. As parallel implementations are usually cost effective in order to gain
performance, three selected RTE solvers were analized concerning their parallelization
potential: the PEESNA [1], based on the analitical discrete ordinate method, the LTSN
code, which implements the Laplace tranform on the analitical discrete ordinate equation,
and the Hydrolight [2], that uses an invariant imbedding method.

These three methods decompose the radiance in independent azimuthal modes and solve
the RTE in each mode. Therefore, parallelization of the code can be accomplished by
assigning an azimuthal mode to each processor. Timing and profiling of the three sequen-
tial codes was performed in order to compare the relative performance and to identify
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the time-consuming routines. The profile of the execution time show that a significant
fraction of the total time is spend in all codes to calculate the independent azimuthal
modes.

Parallel versions of each code were written using calls to the message passing commu-
nication library MPI (Message Passing Interface) [3]. These versions were executed in a
distributed memory parallel machine based on IA-32 architecture for a specific test case.
The performance of the three parallel codes is then compared.

2. RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION

The Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) for radiances I is given by

µ
∂
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I(τ, µ, ϕ)+I(τ, µ, ϕ) =
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∫ 1
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0

β(τ, µ, ϕ;µ′, ϕ′)I(τ, µ′, ϕ′)dϕ′dµ′+S(τ, µ, ϕ) (1)

where τ is the optical variable. µ ∈ [−1, 1] e ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] are the cosine of the incident polar
angle θ and the incident azimuthal angle, respectively. $0 is the constant single scattering
albedo. The scattering phase function β(τ, µ, ϕ;µ′, ϕ′), gives the scattering beam angular
distribution and the source term is S(τ, µ, ϕ).

The three RTE solvers used in this work, Hydrolight, PEESNA and LTSN are related to
the following methods, respectively:

Invariant Imbedding: This method is used in the Hydrolight code and its description
can be found in [4]. In this approach, the linear two point boundary condition is
transformed into a non-linear initial value problem (matrix Riccati equation), solved
by a well established integrator. The Hydrolight code allows to simulate the wind
blown water surface.

Analytical SN Method: In the PEESNA code, the radiance is split up into unscattered
and scattered components. The solution for the former is given by a simple expres-
sion, while the latter is expanded by elementary solutions of the discrete ordinate
equations. The coefficients of this expansion are obtained by solving a linear algeb-
raic equation. The method was presented by Chalhoub and Garcia [1].

LTSN Method: The LTSN scheme appeared in the early nineties in the neutron trans-
port context [5], and was then extended to radiative transfer problems [6]. Its
convergence was established using the C0-semi group theory [7].

3. PARALLEL PROCESSING

The prevailing trend in the search for high performance is the use of parallel machines due
to their good cost effectiveness. Two parallel architectures are usually considered: shared
memory and distributed memory machines [8]. In the former class, the multiprocessors,
all processors access a unique memory address space and there are scalability constraints.
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In the latter class, off-the shelf machines called nodes are interconnected by a network
composing a cluster or a MPP (massive parallel processors), a parallel machine with
hundreds or thousands of nodes using a very fast interconnection scheme.

The processors of each node access only their local memories and data dependencies
between node memories enforce communication by means of routines of a message passing
library, like MPI (Message Passing Interface) or PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine). All
current world top performance machines (supercomputers) are MPP’s. Another point is
the use of scalar or vector processors in parallel machines. The use of vector processors
is restrained to specialized applications as wheather forecasting due to cost issues, but
even in this area there is a migration from shared-memory vector-processor nodes to
scalar-processor MPP’s.

MPI supports the SPMD (single program multiple data) scheme in which each pro-
cessor/node executes the same subset of instructions in a subdomain of data defined
according to its rank. Data dependencies between processors require calls to the MPI lib-
rary. On the other hand, a single processor/node may perform tasks like gathering partial
results obtained by every node and broadcasting the global result to all other nodes, also
by means of MPI calls.

An important issue is to maximize the amount of computation done by each processor
and to minimize the amount of communication due to the MPI calls in order to achieve
good performance. The speed-up is defined as the ration between the sequential and
parallel execution times. A linear speed-up denotes that processing time was decreased
by a factor of n when using n processors and can be thought as a kind of nominal limit.
Efficiency is defined as the ration of the speed-up by n and thus it is 1 for a linear speed-
up. Usually, communication penalties lead to efficiencies lesser than 1. Exceptionally, as
data is partioned among processors, cache memory access can be optimized in such way
that superlinear speed-ups can be attained, i.e. efficiencies greater than 1.

In this work, parallel execution was performed on a distributed memory parallel machine
combining a low cost architecture and free software. The cluster is composed by 17
monoprocessed IA-32 scalar nodes running Linux and a Fast Ethernet switch. A Fortran
90 compiler and a message passing communication libray, the MPI (Message Passing
Interface) were used to parallelize the code.

4. RESULTS

An inverse test case was chosen in order to test the performance of the three RTE solvers.
This test case is related to typical coastal waters with parameters shown in table 1. The
phase function was modeled by the Henyey-Greenstein function:

β(g;ψ) ≡ 1

4π

1− g2

(1 + g2 − 2 gcosψ)3/2
, (2)

where g = 0.924 for this case and show no significant loss of accuracy in comparison to a
174-term Legendre expansion.
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Table 1. Water parameters for the chosen test case

Parameter Meaning Value
$0 single scattering albedo 0.5503
ζ optical depth 11.94
µ0 incident polar angle cosine 0.8
ϕ0 incident azimuthal angle 0
g Henyey-Greenstein parameter 0.924
L anisotropy order 173
N quadrature order SN for PEESNA 132
N quadrature order for LTSN 174

The timing of the three sequential codes for the chosen test case show significant differ-
ences. For instance, the PEESNA code was about 10 times faster than the LTSN code and
Hydrolight was by far the fastest. It should be pointed out that this code is divided in two
parts and the first one can be formerly executed in order to perform tasks like the phase
function discretization and to store results in binary files. The second part, the actual
RTE solver, then uses this “fixed” stored data and therefore runs very fast.

The analysis of the execution time profiles of these codes show that the the radiance
calculation of the azimuthal modes account for 40% of the total time in the case of the
PEESNA code, 88% in the LTSN code and 93% in Hydrolight. These profiles were obtained
by means of the gprof Unix/Linux profiling tool. In all codes, as the azimuthal modes
are independent, parallelization can be performed in order to assign a mode for each
processor. A better speed-up was expected for the LTSN and Hydrolight codes as most of
the processing time is spent in the azimuthal mode radiance calculation. This assumption
was confirmed by the performance results shown in table 2 and in figures 1 and 2.

The LTSN speed-up scales better with the number of processors than the PEESNA one.
The Hydrolight parallel performance was poor. The reason is that the it has to sum up
8 matrices for each azimuthal mode. This sum is done by the REDUCE MPI command,
which causes a good amount of communication between processors for the current parallel
version, that uses a straightforward and thus inefficient scheme to send these matrixes
to the output processor. This can be observed in table 3: as the number os processors
increases, the amount of time spent for the integration of the Riccati equations (denoted
by Riccati) scales down, while the amount of time for the REDUCE command (denoted
by communic.) scales up, precluding a good parallel performance.

Table 2. Speed-up and efficiency values of the three codes for p processors

Hydrolight PEESNA LTSN
p Time(s) Speed-up Effic. Time(s) Speed-up Effic. Time(s) Speed-up Effic.

1 4.19 22.64 233.10

2 3.26 1.29 0.643 11.63 1.95 0.973 116.96 1.99 0.996

4 3.16 1.33 0.331 6.07 3.73 0.932 59.27 3.93 0.983

8 3.34 1.25 0.157 3.30 6.85 0.857 29.94 7.79 0.973

16 3.75 1.12 0.070 1.92 11.79 0.737 15.12 15.42 0.964
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Table 3. Hydrolight performance breakdown for p processors

Time Speed-up Effic. Riccati communic.

1 4.19

2 3.26 1.29 0.643 2.09 0.66

4 3.16 1.33 0.331 1.19 1.30

8 3.34 1.25 0.157 0.58 1.97

16 3.75 1.12 0.070 0.27 2.61

Figure 1. Speed-up of the three parallel codes.

Figure 2. Efficiency of the three parallel codes.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the performance of the sequential codes show that although the PEESNA
and Hydrolight are faster than the LTSN, the latter spends most of the azimuthal mode
radiance calculation time in the inversion of the mode-associated LTSN matrix. Recent
advances of the LTSN method include the diagonalization of this matrix [9] and therefore
a significant performance gain can be expected for its sequential version. As a further
step, it is intended to evaluate this new version for the current test case in order to repeat
the comparison of its sequential performance with the PEESNA and Hydrolight codes. In
addition, a new parallel version of the LTSN method would be also generated.

The analysis of the parallel versions show that the LTSN scales better with the numer of
processors than PEESNA and that Hydrolight parallel performance was poor for this initial
version. Another further step would be to rewrite this particular part of the parallel code
in order to improve its performance.

However, it is dificult to make a conclusive performance comparison of the three codes as
there are many particular issues and only one test case was focused. Perhaps the improved
parallel versions of LTSN and Hydrolight may change the results presented in this work.

It seems that the current trend is to improve the spatial resolution of simulations that
require solving the RTE. Another point is that inverse-problem iterative solvers demands
hundreds or even thousands of iteractions, with the RTE being solved at every one.
Therefore, performance is a significant issue for RTE solvers and the use of parallel version
of the existing solvers seems to be a requirement. On the other hand, new RTE algorithms
may be chosen or designed devising the development of parallel versions.
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